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ABSTRACT 

Background: Alarm interpretation and management are fundamental to managing critically ill 

patients (Christensen et al., 2014). Although it seems contradictory, cognitive demands on nurses 

have increased as a result of developments in technology (Gazarian, 2013). There is little 

research as to the decision process nurses use to prioritize alarms or manage specific monitor 

parameters.  

Objective: The purpose of this Doctor of Nursing Practice project is to gain insight into the 

intricacy of the intensive care unit (ICU) nurses’ critical decision process, using a human 

performance framework, when responding to monitor alarms.  

Design: Descriptive design using semi-structured interview. 

Method: Open-ended questions were developed based on the critical decision method (CDM) to 

explore ICU nurses’ critical decision-making process related to monitor alarms. Sixteen ICU 

nurses at a community hospital were interviewed to elicit perceptions and thought processes 

related to monitor alarms. 

Results: Responses to monitor alarms were affected by nursing experience, tones of the alarm, 

nurses’ knowledge of the patient’s condition as well as immediate visualization of patient to 

judge the urgency of an alarm. Both advanced beginner and expert nurses had similar initial 

response to monitor alarms; however, expert nurses added depth to their immediate assessment 

process by using previous experiences, intuition, and clinical expertise. Advanced beginner 

nurses are more tolerant of alarms sounding due to a lower threshold of comfort with re-setting 

or silencing alarms, with 50% of nurses interviewed never disabled or turned off alarms. Expert 

nurses are more comfortable re-setting alarm limits to the patient’s actual baseline. Advanced 
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beginner nurses frequently look to expert nurses for advice, guidance, and examples of clinical 

expertise. The majority of nurses had little or no formal training on the cardiac monitors used by 

that facility and all felt it would be beneficial in monitor alarm management. 

Application: Understanding the decision-making process used by nurses can guide the 

development of policies and learning experiences that are crucial clinical support for alarm 

management. Optimizing nursing orientation to include structured training with monitors can 

improve alarm management, decrease the number of false alarms, decrease alarm fatigue, and 

ultimately improve patient safety and patient outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alarm interpretation and management are fundamental to managing critically ill patients 

(Christensen et al., 2014). There is little research as to the decision process nurses use to 

prioritize alarms or manage specific monitor parameters. Although it seems contradictory, 

cognitive demands on nurses have increased as a result of developments in technology 

(Gazarian, 2013). The purpose of this Doctor of Nursing Practice project was to gain insight into 

the intricacy of the intensive care unit (ICU) nurses’ critical decision process, using a human 

performance framework, when responding to monitor alarms. 

Background 

Standard of care dictates that every patient in the ICU and on telemetry units is monitored 

by multiple devices capable of monitoring heart rate and rhythm, oxygen saturation, respiratory 

rate, and blood pressure (Gazarian et al., 2014). Monitors are equipped with alarms that send an 

auditory and/or visual notice to alert nursing staff to a change in patient condition. An alarm is a 

notification that a measured value deviated from the parameters set on the monitor (Schmid et 

al., 2013). Ideally, an alarm should warn of a change in condition that is imminently threatening 

to the patient thus requiring a nurse response. Each patient can potentially produce hundreds of 

alarms daily that require attention (Dandoy et al., 2014). This auditory/visual stimuli overload 

makes it difficult for a nurse to hear critical alarms or differentiate between alarms that are 

medium to low alert level or a high-level alarm that warrants immediate attention. The 

prevalence of clinical alarms in the acute care setting increases the difficulty in maintaining 

patient safety, therefore alarms were identified as the “number one health technology hazard” for 

2012 and 2013 (Economic Cycle Research Institute [ECRI] Institute, 2012; Gazarian et al., 
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2015). The frequent false alarms due to poor tracings lead to nurses not relying on the alarm’s 

significance (Christensen et al., 2014). This is a perfect setup for a “latent failure” which Ebright 

et al. (2003) defines as a flaw in a system that does not immediately cause harm but sets the stage 

for an event that leads to a breakdown in defenses designed to protect against such a situation 

(Ebright et al., 2003). Nurses are responsible for the safety of patients around the clock in 

situations that are complex, erratic, and rely on them to make spontaneous critical decisions 

(Gazarian, 2013). Nurses create safety every day in the presence of latent failures by making 

distinctions between clinical changes that warrant emergent intervention and those that do not 

(Ebright et al., 2003).  

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 

The issue of alarm fatigue and alarm management came to light after a highly publicized 

patient’s death in 2010, which was attributed to failure of staff to recognize the patient’s 

deterioration because an alarm had been silenced (Gazarian et al., 2015). Report from the Food 

and Drug Administration’s Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) 

database showed that 566 deaths that occurred from 2005 to 2008 may be associated with 

ignoring monitor alarms (Weil, 2009). Alarms are set to high sensitivity to capture all signs of 

acute clinical deterioration. Unfortunately, a monitor set to a high sensitivity does not allow for 

high specificity (Sendelbach & Funk, 2013). The fact that nurses are assigned more than one 

patient and cannot continuously be at each patient’s bedside makes them reliant on auditory 

alarms that call their attention to a potential change in patient condition. The high number of 

false alarms desensitizes nurses and other care staff to the urgency of the true alarm (Sendelbach 

& Funk, 2013). Patient injury and death represent serious adverse events that result from 
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inadequate attention to alarms (Gazarian et al., 2015). 

According to the American Association Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), even true 

alarms are not always clinically significant (AAMI Foundation Safety Innovations, 2012). The 

most frequent false alarm is generated by pulse oximetry (Christensen et al., 2014). This is due to 

a poor tracing related to poor application technique or hypoperfusion. Nonspecific thresholds for 

monitors can also contribute to the number of false alarms (Curry & Jungquist, 2014). Numeric 

thresholds for monitor settings were determined by expert consensus using the Threshold for 

Decision Making developed in the 1980s (Curry & Jungquist, 2014). Alarm defaults are often set 

too wide making them very sensitive yet not very specific, and therefore more prone to false 

triggering (AAMI, 2012). 

Motion artifact is a common cause of false electrocardiogram (ECG) alarms (Cvach, 

2012). Since ICU patients may not be as mobile, they are more likely to trigger false alarms due 

to frequent patient care maneuvers such as suctioning, repositioning, dressing changes or bathing 

(Curry & Jungquist, 2014). Proper skin preparation prior to placing ECG electrodes is suggested 

by experts to decrease the number of false alarms (AACN, 2012). Prioritizing care in the ICU 

may lead to short cuts in basic technique, such as ECG placement standards. Dandoy et al. 

(2014) found that electrodes were improperly placed 30% of the time. This can result in errant 

sizing of ECG tracings, misreading cardiac rhythms, and false alarms (Dandoy et al., 2014). This 

presents the potential for misinterpretation of alarms and treatment interventions that could be 

hazardous and unwarranted. 

Alarms are an integral part of every monitored hospital unit. When used appropriately for 

patients who require telemetry monitoring, the alarms can be lifesaving. The American Heart 
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Association has developed practice standards specifying indications for cardiac monitoring, but 

according to Drew et al., (2014), cardiac monitoring is frequently used inappropriately (Drew et 

al., 2014). For example, based on the work of Funk and Winkler, in a review of 1,816 patients on 

cardiac monitoring, 85% were deemed not to have any indication for cardiac monitoring 

(AACN, 2012). ECG monitoring is non-invasive, provides a false sense of security, is easy to 

order, and therefore likely to be misused (Drew et al., 2014). Thus, most alarms are found to 

have no clinical significance and only contribute to the noise problem prominent in most ICU 

(Sendelbach & Funk, 2013).  

Hospitals today are dealing with diminishing reimbursement from Medicare and other 

insurance companies and specific departments are continually struggling to meet the tightened 

budget. This often involves cutting support staff such as unit secretaries, transporters, or nursing 

assistants, placing more of the logistical burden on the nursing staff. Our thinking is this 

increases the struggle to deliver personal patient care, safely administer medication, keep track of 

the various monitoring devices, attend to alarms, accompany a patient for radiological 

procedures, interpret laboratory values, obtain orders warranted by clinical changes in patient 

condition, implement new orders, interact with family members, and complete the required 

charting within the allotted shift time. Proper management of alarms can result in fewer alarms, 

which will allow more time for actual patient care (Dandoy et al., 2014). 

Sleep deprivation is a common problem in ICUs (Weinhouse, 2014). Sleep is at best 

evasive and very often impossible in the hospital setting. Patients are continually disturbed for 

treatments and procedures deemed necessary to assess condition and/or maintain homeostasis. 

This constant alarming and other auditory stimuli rob the patient of any quiet time. Sleep 
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deprivation is shown to contribute to the development of delirium, and in the hospital setting is 

associated with increased morbidity and mortality (Weinhouse, 2014). Sleep deprivation is 

responsible for immune function alterations and neuropsychological dysfunction that could 

impede weaning from mechanical ventilation (Drouot et al., 2007). Decreasing the frequency of 

alarms will contribute to an environment more conducive to physical and mental recovery 

including the promotion of sleep and prevention of delirium. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The original indication for monitoring was the detection of life threatening situations, 

early identification of gradual deterioration, or notification of malfunction of life support 

machinery (Schmid et al., 2013). Critically ill patients require the use of monitors with alarms to 

track vital signs and warn of changes that indicate an impending catastrophe. The effect of an 

unexpected event resulting in harm or death is usually to increase monitoring or the number of 

parameters monitored (Gazarian, 2013). Overuse of clinical alarms results in an increased 

number alarms with little clinical relevance (Gazarian et al., 2015). Nurses are already 

functioning at the bedside with fewer mentors and less support (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). 

Expert help is not always available to support clinical decision making for the nurse, for instance 

at nights or weekends.  

Nurses use critical thinking on a continuous basis in all aspects of patient care but urgent 

clinical situations in a constant state of change require specific on the spot responses. Alarm 

management is guided by a complex subconscious process used in the supervision of the patient 

condition (Gazarian et al., 2015). An error in judgment leading to actual or potential patient harm 

results in the review of practice and is crucial in the development of clinical awareness and 
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improvement in clinical judgement (Tanner, 2006). Little research is available on the critical 

thinking process used by nurses when responding to cardiac monitor alarms and whether this 

critical thinking process varies depending on level of expertise and/or education. Using the data 

at hand combined with the extant nursing knowledge, the nurse reaches the most appropriate 

course of action (Tanner, 2006). Understanding the decision making process used by nurses is 

crucial to providing the best clinical support for alarm management. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

Nursing is a profession that requires constant decision-making on a daily basis. As 

healthcare becomes more complicated, nurses need appropriate clinical support to make the best 

judgment in a given situation (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). To understand the resultant action, 

the determinants of the decision making process must be objectified (Ebright et al., 2003). 

Human performance experts state that performance in the complex work environment is 

dependent on both human and environmental factors such as experience, unforeseeable events, or 

time constraints induced by staffing decisions (Ebright et al., 2003). Theorists like Benner 

described the differences in decision-making related to the level of experience ranging from 

novice to expert (Benner, 1982). Glaser (1987) suggests that the difference between novice and 

expert decision-making is due to experts having a more detailed and organized knowledge base 

(Glaser, 1987).  

Clinical judgment is composed of many factors. Experience with a particular situation 

and the previous outcomes will form a basis for many decisions (Tanner, 2006). Textbook 

knowledge is important to the decision process, but more important is the current environment of 

an evolving situation and the working culture of a unit (Tanner, 2006). Because situation and 
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patterns vary with every patient, practice guidelines alone cannot suffice to help the nurse 

determine a course of action. Each judgment and subsequent action is reliant on knowledge base, 

the clinical context of a situation, and the level of urgency (Tanner, 2006). Investigating how 

decisions are made can divulge processes that should be encouraged as well as practices that are 

not up to the minimum standard of care and can inform clinical instructors of specific 

educational needs for the nursing staff. 

Many theories have been proposed to identify and study components of the decision 

making process. Cognitive Task Analysis defines the mental reasoning used to process a task 

from awareness to resolution (Gazarian, 2013). The goal of CTA is to understand observable 

behavior by elucidating the knowledge level, decision process, and strategies used to come to an 

actionable decision (Gazarian, 2013). The Critical Decision Method is a form of cognitive task 

analysis that uses cues and patterns of thinking experienced decision makers use to come to a 

point of action (Gazarian, 2013). 

Klein et al., (1989) state that to understand actions that result from a decision, the 

properties of knowledge, task specific information, and reasoning must be studied (Klein et al., 

1989). The purpose of CTA is to understand cognition (Crandall et al., 2006). This is expected to 

differ depending on the level of expertise of the individual making the decision (Klein et al., 

1989). The CDM is employed to identify information used to make a decision by experienced 

practitioners, perhaps something a less experienced practitioner may not have known (Gazarian, 

2013). Shaban (2005) states that human error is based on one or more failures; skill based, rule 

based, or a knowledge base failure. Human error in failure to respond to monitor alarms can 

result from simple inattention but can also be a result of the overstimulation due to multitasking 
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in a noisy high intensity work place. Less experienced nurses may find this type of environment 

intimidating and will be more prone to human error (Shaban, 2005).  

Decision-making can be mentored and improved through developing and improving 

support for cognitive and behavioral fundamentals of human performance (Klein, 1989). 

Understanding human behavioral pattern and performance can inspire educational programs to 

increase individual proficiency (Klein, 1989). The critical decision method can be applied to the 

thought processes used to deal with alarm management in the ICU. It is a type of cognitive task 

analysis that attempts to explain how knowledge, judgment and strategy planning contribute to 

the observable behavior (Gazarian et al., 2015). 

Critical Decision Method 

The critical decision method is comprised of four areas of mental processing; cues, 

judgments, decisions, and evaluation of outcomes (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). Cues refer to 

clinical observations, comments by patients or staff, clinical data, and intuition (Gillespie & 

Paterson, 2009). When a physiologic alarm sounds, the nurse is cued in to a possible change in 

patient condition. This alarm may trigger a reminder of a comment made by the patient such as a 

previous complaint of discomfort. The nurse may be uncertain of the reason for the alarm, or 

whether the patient requires an intervention as a result of the notification. The nurse breaks down 

the cues into specific elements such as the context of the alarm, known patient history, personal 

nursing knowledge and previous experience (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). 

Judgment involves using the information from the cue to determine if that evidence is 

enough to act or if more data are necessary to make a decision (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). 

Judgment is the nurse processing the cue and prioritizing the situation based on their 
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understanding of the patient’s clinical condition. Once the cues have been processed, the nurse 

weighs their options depending on the significance of the cues. According to Gillespie and 

Paterson (2009) judgment is the best option chosen by the nurse given the information available. 

Decision is committing to action, whether it is continued observation or consulting with 

someone more experienced (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). A decision for the nurse will depend on 

their level of experience and expertise with specific type of situation. A less experienced nurse 

may confer with someone they consider an expert or someone more experienced than they are in 

this setting (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). 

Evaluation of outcomes is a reflection on the effectiveness of the judgment and decision, 

and whether further action is indicated (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). Reflecting on the outcome 

is an opportunity for clinical improvement and every action performed by a nurse involves this 

thinking process (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). The nurse is constantly, often unconsciously 

going over their decisions to assure the best decision has been made for the patient in that 

particular situation (Gillespie & Paterson, 2009). 

METHODS 

The purpose of this Doctor of Nursing Practice Project was to gain insight into the 

intricacy of the ICU nurses’ critical decision process, using a human performance framework, 

when responding to monitor alarms. The objective was to identify differences between the 

cognitive process used by less experienced nurses and the intuitive experience-based knowledge 

used by experts. 

Design, Setting and Sample 

This project utilized a descriptive design based on understanding the complexities of the 
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nurse decision-making process. A semi-structured interview was conducted with a purposive 

sample of 16 registered nurses from a 30-bed combined medical surgical, cardiac and 

cardiovascular surgery ICU unit in a 178-bed community hospital. Eight nurses, seven women 

and one man, were interviewed from each shift to obtain equal representation from each time 

frame. The nurses typically work 12-hour shifts. 

Instrument 

The PI developed survey questions formulated to the CDM interview technique using 

questions that probed a situation to bring out the cognitive processes used in making decisions 

(Ebright et al., 2003). In this case, the situation was related to monitor alarms. Questions 

(Appendix A) focused on practice for alarm identification, alarm management, and parameter 

settings. Questions 1 to 3 related to situations that initiate the decision process. These questions 

were worded to identify the cues noticed by the nurses. Questions 4 through 6 were related to 

judgment, and were worded to determine how the nurses processed the cues, for example, did 

they need one or more cues to make their judgment. Questions 7 through 11 were intended to 

elicit responses related to decisions made after judging the cues. Questions 12 through 15 

allowed the nurse to reflect on an incident to determine areas amenable for improvement such as 

training on the monitors or refresher courses on cardiac rhythm interpretation. Question 15 was 

added to allow the nurse to describe a specific incident if applicable. If the nurse was unable to 

recall a single incident, the questions comprising the survey would still be able to elicit 

information regarding their decision-making process related to alarm management.  

Basic demographic information (Question 16) was obtained to describe the nurses 

participating in this study. The demographic information was used to determine if age, gender, or 
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years of experience would result in a difference in decision-making patterns. Additional 

questions were asked to determine practice related to electrode management (Questions 16, 17, 

18, & 19). These questions related to skin preparation for ECG electrode placement and 

electrode-changing practice might help to determine the current practice in this unit (Appendix 

A). 

Data Collection Protocol 

Upon approval from the University of Arizona Internal Review Board and the Iasis Risk 

Management, the principle investigator (PI) obtained additional permission from the Chief 

Nursing Officer and the ICU director to perform the study. The PI presented the purpose of this 

study at a unit meeting, and obtained a list of interested participants. Prior to the start of the 

interview, an introduction letter was read to each nurse to explain the focus of the interview, to 

ask permission to record the interview, and explain the methods used to maintain confidentiality 

of their responses, and each nurse consented to the process. The PI interviewed each nurse 

separately at work, in a private office, to minimize interruptions. Participants could stop the 

interview at any point. Each interview was recorded to insure completeness of the data. The 

interviews were then transcribed and analyzed by the PI. 

Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using the Glaserian grounded theory method (Polit & Beck, 2008). 

Glaserian theory uses the “constant comparative” method of data analysis that involves 

comparing data from each interview with every other interview to extract commonalities (Polit & 

Beck, 2008). Analysis of open-ended questions began with transcription using constant 

comparison between interviews to elucidate reoccurring themes using the “Fit” technique. Fit is 
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the process of comparing data between individual interviews to determining commonalities in 

order to organize the data into categories (Polit & Beck, 2008). Related data were placed into 

categories as themes were identified. Demographic data as well as results from multiple-choice 

questions regarding ECG electrode practice were analyzed using descriptive statistics. 

RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 

Sixteen ICU nurses of varying ages and years of ICU experience participated in a semi-

structured interview using the CDM of Cognitive Task Analysis to study their responses to 

monitor alarms. The sample of nurses varied in competency from advanced beginner to expert 

(Benner, 1982). Benner (1982) defines an advanced beginner nurse as a person who has 

experienced enough actual clinical situations to identify their significant elements and a 

competent nurse as one who has been working the same job or in similar situations for two to 

three years. For the purpose of this study, advanced beginner and competent nurses will be 

labeled as advanced beginner and be defined as having five or less years of ICU experience. The 

expert nurse has an instinctive grasp of the situation and can pinpoint the problem without 

having to consider options that are not useful in a given situation (Benner, 1982). For the purpose 

of this study, nurses with greater than five years of ICU experience were defined as expert. 

In our sample of 16 nurses, 38% were considered advanced beginner and 62% were 

considered expert. The nurses were 27 to 60 years of age, with a mean age of 38 + 11 years old. 

The mean years of ICU experience of these nurses was 9 + 7, ranged from 1.5 to 21 years. 

Educational preparation of these nurses include two nurses with diploma degrees, five nurses 

with an Associate Degree of Nursing degree, eight nurses with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
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degree and one nurse with a Masters of Science in Nursing degree.  

Nurses’ decision-making for monitor alarms is presented below, according the Critical 

Decision Method’s four areas of mental processing (cues, judgments, decisions and evaluation of 

outcomes). 

Cues 

1. Think back to monitor alarms the last day(s) you worked, how frequently did you 

encounter alarms? (Cue) 

Nurses felt overwhelmed by monitor alarms, yet, the number of hourly alarms 

they heard or dealt with varied. Of the nurses interviewed, 62% heard less than five 

alarms per hour in their last shift, while 38% heard more than five alarms per hour. Of the 

38% that heard more than five alarms per hour, 80% were expert nurses. Nurse who 

heard less than five alarms per hour were split evenly between experts and advanced 

beginners. An advanced beginner nurse with 1.5 years of ICU experience stated, “There 

is always something, whether it is a ventilator or the actual ICU monitors like the vital 

sign machine or the SCD [sequential compression device] machine, or the beds. There 

are always alarms going off every minute or so.” An expert nurse with eight years of 

ICU experience described the alarm frequency as, “The last night it was seldom, 

probably a couple of time through the night. Probably once or twice an hour.” These 

nurses all worked in the same ICU yet their wide variance in the number of alarms heard 

leads one to wonder how the numbers can be so different. Do the numbers vary because 

of how each nurse perceived these alarms? Were some nurses relying on the monitor 

technician to inform them of important alarms? An expert nurse with 20 years of ICU 
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experience reasoned, “The fact that we have a monitor technician now in the ICU I think 

most people really don’t pay any attention [to these alarms], including myself unless it is 

[the alarm] just specifically from my patient.” 

2. When you hear an alarm, what is your first response? (Cue)  

How do you decide how quickly you must respond? How do you know you have 

enough data to make a decision? How does intuition affect your decision? 

The first response to any alarm is the same for all nurses interviewed: it needs 

attention. However, what expert nurses and advanced beginner nurses would look first 

when responding to an alarm was different. Advanced beginner nurses tend to look to the 

alarm first to locate which equipment was involved and determine the cause of alarm. 

Two nurses with 1.5 and 2.5 years of experience responded, “To figure out what exactly 

alarm [cardiac monitor vs other equipment alarm] it is, or where it is coming from” and 

“I look towards it and see which alarm is alarming [cardiac monitor vs other equipment 

alarm],” respectively. Expert nurses tended to look at the patient first and then the alarm 

source. Their responses included, “First I have to look at the alarm to see what it is, but 

you also have to look at the patient, that is the important thing.” “Respond to it, go to the 

patient’s room, check the patient first, check the electrodes and all that, and then act on 

it.” 

The nurses incorporated several factors into consideration when deciding how 

quickly to respond to alarms. These included the tone of the alarm, business with other 

activities, and patient status. All but one advanced beginner nurses listened for the 

urgency of the tone to determine how quickly to respond to an alarm. If busy, 33% of 
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advanced beginner nurses stated they might ignore the alarm, “If I am in the middle of an 

emergent situation, I probably shut a lot of them [alarms] out,” “If I happen to be doing 

something really really important, I’ll let it slide.” One advanced beginner nurse also 

incorporated the clinical condition of the patient as well as the urgency of the tone. 

“Depends on the patient, if I know my patient is stable versus unstable. If they are 

unstable then I know I should respond regardless, if they are unstable then I know I need 

to be extra vigilant.” Similarly, expert nurses stated that they would respond faster based 

on the tone of the alarm as well as the patient status, “Well I think all alarms are 

important, there are different tones, so the high level alerts you always want to check 

immediately, but I like to get to my alarms as soon as possible.” “Any sound you have to 

do it quickly, because it is alarming for a reason. So quite quickly, any one. You do listen 

for what type it is, but you still have to respond.” 

Both expert and advanced beginner nurses felt they needed to physically lay eyes 

on the patient as well as assess the alarm for validity to accurately make a decision as to 

whether the alarm warranted intervention. Some responses from advanced beginner 

nurses included, “I assess the patient, look at what is alarming, and I do have enough 

information after I assess the patient.” “I go into the room, and double check and make 

sure it what [which type of alarm] it is, so assessing the patient regardless of whose it is, 

I will do that.” Responses from expert nurses included, “Look at the patient, look and see 

what the alarm is and correlate the two.” “If it’s life threatening, even if it is not your 

patient get up and go in there and see what is going on.” 

The word intuition is from the Latin word intuit, which means to consider or 
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contemplate. Synonyms include hunch which can be interpreted as “feelings in one’s 

bones” and notion or suspicion 

(http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/intuition). Shaban (2005) 

described intuition as a form of knowing in situations where poorly structured tasks 

require intervention in the setting of several cues and little time for decision-making. 

Kahneman (2002) stated that intuition is more than just a hunch but is based on past 

experiences combined with knowledge. All of the nurses interviewed felt they often used 

intuition. Expert nurses felt most confident with their intuitive inclinations while novice 

nurses felt that they used it, but needed facts to confirm their thoughts. All of the nurses 

were confident about their intuition. Responses from advanced beginners included, “I see 

the facts and decide what I am seeing, but there are times that even though the facts 

aren’t computing you, still have that feeling in your gut and I feel like I am still 

developing that.” “There is a continuum between intuition and facts, there should be 

some sweet spot that nurses use.” [My intuition] is actually good. Sometimes I discount 

it, but I think it is pretty good when I think something is going on.” Responses from 

expert nurses include, “Well, I, myself listen to my intuition, intuition affects my decision 

a lot.” “I use intuition, sometimes what the alarm says is not what the patient looks like. I 

think my intuition is pretty good.” 

3. What information do you consider when deciding an alarm is authentic? (Cue)  

Were you reminded of any previous experience? What specific observations tell 

you the alarm is real? What do you do if you are not sure? 

Nurses gathered information through both visual and auditory means to decide if 
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an alarm is authentic. They used auditory means to isolate the location and equipment 

alarm source. The nurses first visualized the patient then analyzed the equipment to 

determine if the alarm is valid. The nurses deemed the most important piece of 

responding to an alarm is assessment of the patient. Previous experience with the patient 

and other similar patients as well as specific observations such as patient’s skin color, 

respiratory rate, or lack of abnormal symptoms help the nurse to determine the 

authenticity of an alarm. If unsure, advanced beginner nurses were more likely to call for 

help from another nurse or their charge nurse. Expert nurses tended to take more time to 

assess the situation before calling for help. Responses from advanced beginners regarding 

ways to authenticate an alarm include, “By looking at the patient and seeing if it is just 

artifact or what is causing the alarm.” “If it’s a real alarm, as opposed to artifact, I’d 

like to look at the patient to see if there are any safety concerns. Is it a low blood 

pressure? Is the patient bleeding? You have to look at them [the patient].” “I have to go 

in and look at [the alarm]. I have to actually physically see what the rhythm is and see 

where their blood pressure cuff is. To really know if it is accurate or not, you have to lay 

your eyes on the evidence.” Responses from experts regarding ways to authenticate an 

alarm include, “It depends on the alarm. If you look up and see your EKG monitor, does 

it look like Vtach [ventricular tachycardia] or Vfib [ventricular fibrillation]? If I have an 

art line, do I have a pressure? I correlate those two. If it says you’re in Vtach, and you 

have a good arterial pressure, then it is probably not Vtach.” 

When nurses are unsure if an alarm is real, they tended to err on the side of 

caution, perform additional assessment and obtain a second opinion. Some of nurses’ 
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responses include, “Assess the patient. I guess you err on the side of caution, do further 

assessment, and get a second opinion.” “The first thing I do is find the alarm. I look 

where the alarm is coming from. I look at the monitor. I look at the patient and respond 

appropriately.” “Make sure the patient is safe and go find the nurse if it is not my 

patient. If it is my patient, I make sure the patient is safe.” “I ask for a second opinion; I 

get help.” 

Judgement 

4. How do you determine the urgency of an alarm? (Judgment)  

What specific training or experience was necessary or helpful in making this 

decision? 

In addition to the tones of the alarm, nurses needed knowledge of the patient’s 

condition as well as immediate visualization of patient to judge the urgency of an alarm. 

This determination of urgency of an alarm was expressed by nurses interviewed, 

regardless of years of ICU experience. A response related to information used to judge 

the urgency of an alarm from an advanced beginner was, “By the tones of the alarm and 

my knowledge of the patient’s condition. The acuity of the patient is important.” Expert 

nurses responded, “How acute is the alarm? Is it a low-level alarm? Are my alarm 

parameters correct? If you have a patient who has been in sinus rhythm in the 80s, and 

all of a sudden they’re in atrial fib with a rate of 120, well that needs some pretty direct 

attention. So a lot of times, it’s just assessment, what does the patient look like?” “When 

an alarm goes off, I always look at the patient and always proceed to see what it is, which 

alarm, that is pretty much how I look at it.”  
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When inquired about specific training or experience necessary or helpful in 

making a decision about urgency of an alarm, a clinician’s educational preparation, 

intuition, previous experience, critical thinking and understanding of the function of the 

monitor all contributed to the development of competent clinical judgment when an acute 

event that requires timely nursing intervention is signaled by a high level alarm. 

Responses from advanced beginners included, “I guess my nursing education and 

intuition.” “I think it is a lot of little experiences, like I said I may be a little more 

vigilant than most people only because of those times where you assume that it [the 

alarm] is not accurate, and you go in and realize - no it is indeed accurate. That happens 

a couple of times and you realize this is actually serious stuff, so previous experience is 

important.” Responses from experts include, “A lot of it is learning what the monitor can 

do for you so that you get good information when it does alarm. And, if I have a patient 

in atrial fibrillation [with a heart rate] in the 120’s, I’ll set my low rate alarm to 90 so 

that I’ll catch that conversion. So it’s just learning, experience, learning that garbage in 

is garbage out.” “Well in the ICU it is critical thinking, so experience.” 

5. Do you ever disable monitor alarms? (Judgment)  

When or why would you disable an alarm? Do you imagine the possible 

consequences of this action if the patient is not comfort care? What are your options other 

than disabling the alarm? 

Judgment as to whether an alarm may be disabled involved the level (red/high or 

crisis level or yellow/system or advisory level) of alarm, whether there is a back up 

warning mechanism, such as the apnea monitor on the ventilator when the apnea alarm is 
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turned off on the cardiac monitor, the patients’ clinical status, and the nurses’ comfort 

level. Twenty-five percent of all nurses stated that they would never disable an alarm 

unless the patient status was downgraded to medical-surgical or comfort care; however, 

62% of expert nurses would disable the apnea alarm on the cardiac monitor of a 

ventilated patient as there is ventilator apnea alarm as the backup. Disabling alarms on 

patients who are placed on comfort care is acceptable to all nurses interviewed, though 

60% of advanced beginner nurses were hesitant about completely disabling any alarm. 

All nurses agreed that alarms for blood pressure, arterial line, or oxygen saturation should 

not be disabled at anytime. Advanced beginners’ responses related to disabling monitor 

alarms included, “If I disable an alarm, like an arterial line, I disable it because I am 

taking out the arterial line.” “No, even when they keep going off, cause the one time…I 

am scared, [that] the one time I disable it something really bad is going to happen, and I 

don’t want that.” Expert nurses’ responses related to disabling monitor alarms included, 

“I do, yes I do. I disable respiration alarms if they [patients] are on the ventilator, 

because there is no point to even having those [alarms] on if they [patients] are on the 

vent.” “I just wouldn’t [disable alarms]. There shouldn’t be a reason. There should be a 

reason I need to fix [an alarm], instead of shutting an alarm off. There is a reason for 

that alarm.” “The only exception [I disabled the alarms] was a patient placed on comfort 

care, because the alarms were irritating to the family and did not require intervention.”  

All nurses were aware that disabled alarms in ICU patients have dire 

consequences including death. An advanced beginner stated, “Oh sure, I am sure bad 

things have happened many times before. That is why it is important disabling something 
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[alarms] should not be done lightly. That’s why continuity of care is important, because 

once you have experience with a patient, you are a little more comfortable which alarms 

you can turn off and which you can’t. But, I am sure people disabled alarms, that they 

should not have disabled in the first place, because they just did not want to hear them 

[alarms]. Is that the right option? No.” Responses from expert nurses related to 

consequences of disabling alarms included, “Patients die, so yes there would be.” “Oh 

yea, absolutely. If you disable them [monitor alarms], you are missing the whole point of 

an alarm. You can compromise patient safety if you disarm the alarm.” “Oh people can 

die…DIE!” 

6. When would you reset the default alarms on the monitor? (Judgment)  

How do you decide what the new parameters will be? What parameter settings 

would make you uncomfortable? HR, O2 sat, SBP, RR, cardiac rhythm?  

Judgment regarding when and if to reset parameters is made according to 

parameters indicated by care providers, after observing the patient’s baseline vital signs, 

or with a change in patient’s clinical condition and is commonly done at the beginning of 

the both shifts. Eighty-six percent of all nurses stated that they understood the need to set 

parameters specifically to their patients’ baseline and 50% of expert nurses would 

observe the patient before adjusting the parameters. An advanced beginner’s response 

regarding to when one would reset of the default alarms on the monitor included, “If the 

patient became unstable like if the patient coded, you would just start from scratch 

because they are no longer at their baseline, it [the previous parameter setting] is no 

longer in effect.” Responses from expert nurses’ regarding to when one would reset of 
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the default alarms on the monitor included, “The only time I would do that is once I know 

their [the patients’] baseline.” “When they [the parameters] are not appropriate for that 

particular patient. I’d like to customize monitor alarms based on my patient’s [unique 

condition].” “On every new patient, on every admit.” Only one expert nurse interviewed 

did not see the need to adjust monitor parameters, “Reset the parameters? I don’t think 

we reset them, do we? I don’t reset them.” Another expert nurse indicated that nurses 

were not allowed to adjust alarms unless given specific parameters from the physician. 

Deciding new monitor parameters would be based on nurses’ comfort level, 

patient safety, and physician’s treatment orders. An advanced beginner response, “It 

always depends on the patient. I try and figure out [the parameters] based on if the 

patient is asymptomatic and if this [the parameter] is normal for the patient.” Expert 

nurses’ responses related to deciding new monitor parameters included, “After watching 

the monitor for a couple of hours and seeing which alarms are going off more often and 

where my patients’ normality is.” “I don’t [reset new monitor parameters]. It depends on 

what is ok with the physician. If the physician is ok with the patient’s [heart rate] running 

in the 130s, it’s fine cause they are young and healthy. Maybe he [the patient] just needs 

more fluids. Maybe I’d up them [the parameters] until they [patient’s vital signs] came 

back to normal.” 

Parameters that make nurses uncomfortable were those out of line with the 

patient’s normal, or high or low parameter settings that made nurses nervous despite 

being normal for the patient. When inquiring about parameter settings that made the 

nurse interviewed uncomfortable, an advanced beginner nurse responded, “It depends on 
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the situation. I am actually pretty anxious. I don’t usually like to steer too much from the 

normal. If it is normal for the patient or if the physician has specified otherwise, then it’s 

okay to go out of the parameters, but if there is too big a deviation [from patient’s normal 

or default parameters], I will get a second and third opinion.” Responses from expert 

nurses related to parameter settings that made them uncomfortable included, “Settings 

that would not allow me to intervene in a timely manner: a pressure that is too low, 

respiratory rates that are too low. Settings that are below what is normal, below what is 

expected to survive.” “Turning off any arterial alarms, cause I have seen that done 

before. Turning off lethal heart rate alarms, whether or not your patients having little 

runs of V tach [ventricular tachycardia], I do not agree with turning those off. And a lot 

of the times, turning off any oxygenation alarms.” 

Decision 

7. When you have had multiple false alarms for the blood pressure (non-invasive or 

arterial), what do you do? (Decision) 

All nurses, regardless of experience level, reacted to multiple false alarms for 

blood pressure by troubleshooting the equipment or site of blood pressure acquisition. All 

nurses felt blood pressure readings needed to be accurate and would intervene to stop or 

limit false alarms. An advanced beginner responded to the question related to multiple 

false blood pressure alarms, “Well then you need to figure out why it [blood pressure] is 

not true. If the A-line [arterial-line] is not patent, then you try to adjust it, fix it or pull it. 

You just can’t have inaccurate values recorded in the medical record. You have to 

intervene; you can’t just leave something that is not accurate.” An expert nurse 
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responded, “I would try to troubleshoot the problem to see why I am getting the false 

alarms and reset my parameters on my monitor.” 

8. When you have had multiple false alarms for heart rate, what do you do? (Decision) 

9. When you have had multiple false alarms for an arrhythmia, what do you do? (Decision) 

Nurses’ decisions related to multiple false alarms for heart rate or arrhythmias 

included determination of an equipment problem, a restless patient, or parameters not set 

appropriately for that patient. Thirteen percent of all nurses interviewed indicated that 

they do not attend to the alarms and allowed them to sound, or silence them. A nurse with 

five years of ICU experience stated, “I wouldn’t do anything, continue to monitor them 

[the alarms].” A nurse with 2.5 years of ICU experience stated, “Look at the patient, are 

they moving around? Check the placement of the leads and go from there.” Responses 

from expert nurses related to multiple false heart rate or arrhythmias alarms included, 

“You can silence [the alarm], like if the patient is in A fib [atrial fibrillation], you can 

turn off the yellow alarms, the irregular rate one [alarm]. Because they are in A fib 

[atrial fibrillation], they are going to have an irregular heart rate, you do not have to 

have the alarm every time it [the rhythm] is irregular.” “Are the parameters right? Are 

the electrodes right? Are they [electrodes] in the right position?” 

10. When you have had multiple false alarms for pulse oximetry, what do you do? (Decision) 

Nurses interviewed indicated that false pulse oximetry readings are a frequent 

problem and common solutions included changing to a digit with improved profusion, 

warming the digit/extremity, or trouble-shooting the equipment, such as changing the 

pulse oximeter probe sensor, cable, or monitor module. Expert nurses would also 
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consider treatment modalities that could interfere with pulse oximetry reading such as 

vasopressor use. An advanced beginner nurse responded, “I would try to keep moving it 

[oximetry probe sensor] on the patient until it [pulse oximetry] wasn’t alarming and was 

reading what seems to be correct.” An expert nurse replied, “Pulse oximetry is kind of a 

nightmare in and of itself. You know- is it a good sensor, is it in the right place, or is it on 

the non-dominant arm, is it an old cuff? Just trouble-shoot them. Are the patient’s hands 

cold? Are they on pressors [vasopressor medication]?” 

11. What do you do to manage the alarm? (Decision)  

Under what circumstance would you increase observation? When would you 

consult with a colleague? How do you know to trust the guidance you received? 

Alarms management strategies included assessing patient to determine the 

veracity of the alarm, and then intervening if necessary, adjusting the monitor parameters 

to appropriate settings or trouble-shooting the equipment to limit the number of alarms. 

Responses related to alarm management strategies by advanced beginner nurses included, 

“To manage them [alarms], always check out the patient first, seeing what I can fix on 

the alarm so it does not go off so much, as long as the patient is still safe, and then 

change parameters.” “I have to physically go there, unless I am sitting right next to 

monitor and the reason for the alarm resolves, like if the patient was moving. But if it 

[the alarm] continues I have to go into the room and fiddle with my monitors or assess 

my patient, and intervene as I have to get a reading,” Responses related to alarm 

management strategies by expert nurses included, “You have to trouble-shoot. You have 

to see what is going on with the patient. You’ve got to see what the rhythm is. You can go 
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up just a little on the [monitor] parameters, increase gains, and change leads. If it is 

noninvasive [such as, blood pressure], you have to make sure it is in the right position. 

You make sure the leads are in the correct position and the transducer is in the 

appropriate spot. All these are things you have to trouble-shoot.” “I try to manage the 

patient and adjust the alarm parameters to the specific patient so that I don’t have false 

alarms.”  

Circumstances that prompt increased observation by nurses was when the patient 

was deemed unstable. An advanced beginner nurse stated that, “if the patient is getting 

sicker, more unstable” that would prompt increased patient observation. Responses from 

expert nurses regarding circumstances that would prompt increased patient observation 

included, “If the patient’s condition warranted it, if I had true alarms, and if the patient 

is unstable, and they [patients] were showing signs of irregular heart rate activity.” 

“When you see something…sometimes you don’t even see something going wrong, you 

just feel that something is not right. (Using your intuition?) Yes, if they are more 

unstable.”  

All nurses interviewed expressed that they do not hesitate to consult with a 

colleague when the patient’s safety is in question, regardless of length of ICU experience. 

Responses from advanced beginner nurses related to consultation with a colleague 

included, “When I need help, if the patient is getting sicker real fast and I cannot manage 

the patient alone,” “I do that [consultation] often, with my coworkers. If I am unsure of a 

certain course of action or if I come across something new, I try to get their [colleagues’] 

inputs. There are a lot of experienced nurses around here. I go to them.” Responses from 
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expert nurses related to consultation with a colleague included, “When I question my own 

ability to figure out what is going on, or if what I thought was going on was true but I did 

not know what to do about it.” “If I felt uncomfortable about something or intuition I 

guess. If I just had a gut feeling about something but I wasn’t too sure of the right path to 

go before calling a doctor, I would ask a colleague ‘what are you seeing?’ and have them 

take another set of eyes on the patient.” 

Nurses trust in a colleague’s judgement is reliant on their previous experience 

with that person in a critical clinical situation. When inquired about evaluating guidance 

received, these nurses stated that they solicited guidance from someone with whom they 

have had a positive working experience, but they often defaulted to the charge nurse as 

someone with the knowledge to help in the situation. Responses from expert nurses 

included, “It’s your work experience with that person. Of course I will consult the charge 

nurse.” “You learn who to trust and who not to trust, that’s the experience with that 

person.” “You learn who to trust by working with them, and knowing their level of 

expertise. You also learn who not to trust.” 

Evaluation of Outcomes 

12. What barriers do you see that prevent you from responding to alarms as they happen? 

(Evaluation) 

Difficulty in responding to alarms ranged from low staffing and multiple tasks 

needing attention at the same time, to multiple job responsibilities, such as the charge 

nurse being in the count with her own patients and having to respond to rapid responses 

and codes outside of the ICU. Responses from advanced beginner nurses related to 
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barriers of responding to alarms included, “Sometimes it is just impossible to manage 

alarms because we are low staffed. Everyone is busy. I can’t even emphasize my 

frustration with that.” “Lack of personnel, here we do total care so if I am doing 

something in one patient’s room, especially someone in isolation, I can’t be going back 

and forth, back and forth. I have to rely on my coworkers.” “Call lights, multiple alarms 

going off at one time, and putting orders in. If you are putting in orders on a patient, you 

block everything out so you can focus.” An expert nurse, also a charge nurse, replied, “I 

have multiple jobs at one time. It is hard for me to physically go to two different areas to 

respond [to alarms]. You know, I am in charge. It is not only the alarms in the ICU I 

have to respond to but also to codes in the whole hospital. Plus, I am in the count. There 

is only a certain amount of alarms I can respond to.” 

13. How do you determine if you are adequately managing patient’s alarms? (Evaluation) 

All nurses felt that adequate alarm management can be determined if the sounding 

alarms are valid, the number of false alarms decrease, their patient is safe, and the patient 

is not complaining about constant noise and sleep interruption. An advanced beginner 

nurse responded to the question related to determination of adequate alarm management 

as, “If the patient is looking ok. I really judge it [adequacy of alarm management] off 

how safe I feel the patient is, and how well I feel that they are doing. I feel like if the 

alarms keep going off, something is not right. I have to figure it out.” Responses related 

to determination of adequate alarm management from expert nurses included, “Mostly, 

just off patient feedback. I have had patients tell me that they have gotten more sleep than 

they have in a while. They actually have not gotten sleep because of what is going on with 
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their alarms.” “Do I have many false alarms? Can I believe the ones that I have? 

Because for me I should always believe my alarms until proven otherwise. Don’t sit at the 

desk and ignore them, not a good plan.” 

14. What training did you receive on the monitors used in this ICU? (Evaluation) 

Some of the nurses (19%) stated that they were already familiar with the monitors 

used in this ICU, but among these, only 19% had formal training. All nurses interviewed 

stated that they were shown the basics during orientation and this brief training was 

limited to the expertise and experience of their preceptors, “I didn’t get any training on 

how to use the monitors. During my orientation it was - these are the monitors, here is 

where you silence them, that was about it.” “When we first opened [this hospital], see I 

am the only remaining nurse from when we opened. They trained us on [how to use] the 

monitors. We had in-services on them before we had patients.” “I had used these 

monitors a long time ago but basically you only get what your preceptor taught you. 

There is no formal training.” 

15. Have you had a near-miss or actual patient event related to a monitor alarm issue? 

(Evaluation, Incident) 

Only a few nurses could recall specific patient incidents that may be caused by 

monitor alarm issues. Several nurses recalled an incident that happened on the telemetry 

floor related to a patient’s alarm being silenced. The patient had been confused and had 

repeatedly removed his ECG electrodes. The patient was not visualized for approximately 

20-30 minutes and was subsequently found dead in his bed. Others recalled near-miss 

incidents where alarms had been inappropriately silenced but alarms were resumed 
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before patients suffered harm. Responses from advanced beginner nurses on near-miss or 

actual patient event related to a monitor alarm issue included, “There have been times 

when people have silenced alarms and my [patient’s oxygen] saturations are in 70% and 

the patient’s oxygen is off.” “Myself no, not in the ICU. I do remember [an incidence 

while] working on telemetry unit. A patient had disconnected his telemetry pack and he 

kept doing it all night long. We kept putting it on and every 20 minutes he would take it 

off again… The aid was busy cleaning somebody up and the nurse was at lunch. The 

monitor tech [technician] called other nurses and they were busy. Nobody was able to 

actually visualize the patient for about 20 minutes. By the time someone got in there, he 

was cold and blue. We did not have a time of death. We coded him but did not know how 

long he was down.” Responses from expert nurses on near-miss or actual patient event 

related to a monitor alarm issue included, “Well near-miss, yes. A couple of times when I 

caught them right away but they scared me. It’s not ok to turn that O2 [oxygen] off. The 

only one that is ok [to silent] is the respiratory alarm in a vent [ventilated] patient. That 

is the only one that is legit.” “Not my patient, but an art [arterial] line alarm was shut 

off, the tubing became disconnected and the patient bled. I won’t shut an art [arterial] 

line off until it is out of the body because I have seen art [arterial] lines leak with alarms 

shut off. I have witnessed when a patient goes bad with an alarm off.”  

Electrocardiographic Electrode Change Practice and Policy 

All nurses interviewed stated that they change ECG electrodes when they dislodge from 

the skin or when the ECG tracing is not readable. Forty-four percent of nurses would change 

ECG electrodes when the alarm sounds too frequently. Fifty-six percent of nurses felt the ECG 
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electrodes should be changed at least daily. None of the nurses changed electrodes at the 

beginning of their shift and all evening nurses changed ECG electrodes after patient’s bath. 

Before applying new ECG electrodes, only 25% of nurses prepared the skin with soap and water 

that is separate from patient’s bath and 25% of nurses use alcohol to prepare the skin if the skin 

is greasy. None of the nurses abrade the skin with gauze or a washcloth. The electrodes used at 

this facility do not contain an abrasive mechanism. Three nurses (19%) stated that they knew 

there was a hospital policy on ECG electrode placement and replacement. Of these three nurses, 

two nurses did not know the content of hospital policy and one nurse thought her knowledge on 

such policy may be incorrect. 

DISCUSSION 

Findings from this DNP project showed that all nurses interviewed felt false alarms are 

disruptive to patients. Nurses’ response to monitor alarms is affected by tone of alarm, type of 

alarm (e.g., ventilator verses intravenous [IV] pump), nursing experience, patient acuity, and 

adequacy of staffing. Advanced beginner nurses are more tolerant of alarms sounding due to a 

lower threshold of comfort with re-setting or silencing alarms, with 50% of nurses interviewed 

who never disabled or turned off alarms. Expert nurses are more comfortable re-setting alarm 

limits to the patient’s actual baseline. Advanced beginner nurses frequently look to expert nurses 

for advice, guidance, and examples of clinical expertise. 

Cues 

Cues used by ICU nurses to respond to monitor alarms include tone, duration, and type of 

alarm, for example is it a red crisis versus a yellow warning? Responses to cues varied with 

experience. All nurses interviewed felt they needed to validate the alarm by visualizing the 
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patient. Advanced beginner nurses were more likely to ignore an alarm if busy in another room 

but they do not hesitate to consult a colleague. Expert nurses integrate patterns and informational 

cues with previous experience and correlated tone and duration with knowledge of patient 

clinical condition to guide their response (Crandall et al., 2006).  

Judgment 

Judgment regarding the urgency of an alarm depends on type and duration of the alarm 

combined with knowledge of patient’s clinical condition. The nurses felt the ability to make 

these judgments is enhanced by knowledge of the monitoring system and situational experience. 

Advanced beginner nurses lack the exposure to repeat patterns that enhance the expert nurses’ 

judgment capability and so were more hesitant to disable any alarm (Crandall et al., 2006). 

Understanding causal connections enables expert nurses to make a judgment more quickly in a 

critical clinical situation without having to waste time considering options that are not helpful 

(Crandall et al., 2006).  

Decision 

All nurses interviewed expressed similar decisions on management of false alarms. First 

priority was to assure the patient was safe and then trouble-shoot the equipment. This included 

changing ECG electrodes, pulse oximeter probes or probe sites. People usually rely on previous 

experiences to determine a reasonable approach to a situation (Crandall et al., 2006). Expert 

nurses integrate factual information and situational experience to inform their decisions. This is 

demonstrated through their decision making process when troubleshooting false alarms as they 

tend to consider clinical variables causing diminished perfusion, such as vasopressor use causing 

peripheral vasoconstriction (Crandall et al., 2006). Some nurses admitted to simply silencing 
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false alarms and not trouble-shooting the source of the false alarm. 

Evaluation of Outcomes 

Effective alarm management can be evaluated by lower numbers of total and false alarms 

and decreased sleep interruption in patients. Barriers to effectively managing alarms included 

inadequate staffing, multitasking, and high patient acuity. Nurses feel they would benefit from 

structured monitor training in unit orientation.  

Research has repeatedly demonstrated that the majority of monitor alarms are false, and 

the excessive number of alarms that nurses deal with every day is responsible for alarm fatigue. 

Alarm fatigue results in nurses becoming desensitized to alarm noises (Sendelbach & Funk, 

2013). This is supported by the wide variance of responses from 1-2 to 60 per hour when asked 

how often they heard monitor alarms in their last shift. It is possible that the numbers of alarms 

heard varied widely depending on how each nurse views monitor alarms. Some nurses may view 

monitor alarms as a tool to keep their patients safe while others may view these monitor alarms 

as a nuisance. Funk et al. (2014) infer that excessive alarm racket can become “white noise” that 

nurses ignore. The noise problem has escalated because manufactures have increased the number 

of alarms on medical devices (Kowalczyk, 2011). The low numbers of monitor alarms heard by 

some nurses can be due to them tuning-out white noise and only hearing high-level crisis alarms 

or rely on the monitor technician to inform them of important alarms. 

Making decisions when managing monitor alarms requires nurses to identify if there is a 

threat to the patient, make sense of the threat, and intervene if appropriate (Crandall et al., 2006). 

One of the earliest skills developed by ICU nurses is the ability to identify the difference 

between the multitude of signal tones heard and determine which require immediate attention. 
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The findings from this study showed that this initial response was the same in both advanced 

beginner and expert nurses; however, expert nurses added depth to their immediate assessment 

process by using previous experiences, intuition, and clinical expertise. The expert nurses can 

make sense of a confusing situation and is more aware of alternative solutions (Bittner, 1998). 

Expertise of experienced nurses is not only associated with more knowledge but a more 

organized way of using that knowledge when compared to novices (Crandall et al., 2006). With 

experience, an expert’s performance becomes more precise and consistent. Expert practitioners 

not only see cues, they incorporate them into a knowledge base that goes beyond interpreting 

cues, but knowing what the cues mean to a critically ill patient (Crandall et al., 2006). 

All the nurses interviewed felt that they used intuition in their decision-making related to 

alarm management. Shaban (2005) describes intuition as a form of knowing in situations where 

poorly structured tasks require intervention in the setting of several cues with little time for 

decision-making. Expert nurses felt most confident with their intuitive inclinations while 

advanced beginner nurses more often relied on the “gut feeling” combined with facts to 

understand the relevance of the alarm. Gut feeling are more likely to be based on emotion, where 

intuition is based on critical thinking and past experiences (Dhaliwal, 2011). Intuition and gut 

feelings both rely on environmental cues (Stolper et al., 2010). 

Using direct observation, Gazarian et al. (2015) studied eight nurses attending to monitor 

alarms and identified information, experience, guidance, and decision-making as four important 

elements in competent monitor alarm management. Experience helped guide the nurses placing 

cues or information in the context of a particular patient situation improve their decision-making 

skills. They also felt previous experience with monitor alarms in a clinical situation is an 
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essential component of anticipating potential alarm events (Gazarian et al., 2015). Both studies 

emphasize the importance of proficient mentors in improving the competency of less 

experienced nurses.  

Due to the complexity of clinical decision-making, Gillespie and Paterson (2009) 

presented the Situated Clinical Decision-Making Framework to enhance clinical decision making 

for all levels of nursing experience. This theoretical framework includes the concepts of noticing, 

interpreting, responding, and reflection developed by Tanner (2006) and these concepts relate to 

the CDM constructs of cues, judgement, decision, and evaluation. This DNP study further 

explored specific alarm management processes by advanced beginner and expert nurses, and 

demonstrated that expert nurses use a deeper cognitive thinking process enhanced by situational 

experience.  

Most of the nurses interviewed had little or no formal training with the cardiac monitors 

used and all felt a formal training would strengthen their clinical expertise. Several of the nurses 

came from other facilities, and lack of formal training with monitors was similar in their prior 

employment. The Practical Use of Latest Standards of Electrocardiography (PULSE) trial 

demonstrated that most nurses do not have adequate knowledge of the monitoring system to use 

them effectively (Gazarian et al., 2015). Therefore, formal training on proper use of monitoring 

technologies should be a priority in alarm management. 

ECG electrode placement practice was inconsistent among nurses interviewed except that 

ECG electrodes were consistently replaced daily baths and electrodes are placed when the skin 

was dry. None of the nurses interviewed abraded the skin prior to application of ECG electrodes. 

The American Association of Critical Care Nurses Practice Alert (AACN, 2012) states that 80% 
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to 90% of ECG monitor alarms are false or not clinically significant and that, although not 

confirmed through research, changing electrode patches daily can reduce the frequency of false 

alarms. None of the nurses interviewed was familiar with the content of the hospital’s policy 

regarding ECG electrode replacement. 

The benefit of using the CTA framework with an unstructured interview in this study is 

that statements related to nurses’ critical thinking process can be probed for greater depths and 

details at the time of the interview as compared to a survey or direct observation. CTA was not 

only designed to probe specific incidents but also useful to study daily repetitive work processes 

to help understand the critical thinking underlying the decision-making process. The wide variety 

of nursing experience in the nurses interviewed contributed to the diversity of responses and 

demonstrated the depth of knowledge that experience lends to critical decision-making. Use of 

the direct interview process versus survey or observation allows the opportunity to examine the 

reasoning behind critical decisions made by nurses. 

Study Limitations 

The limitation of this study approach is the potential of memory loss, distortion of the 

memory that can be affected by emotion, or loss of concentration due to the frantic pace in the 

ICU. Another limitation of this study is the small sample of nurses interviewed from a single 

ICU. Research from multiple ICUs would enrich the findings. Finally, Benner’s definition of 

advanced beginner was a nurse who has had prior experience in actual clinical situations and the 

competent nurse has had 2-3 years of experience in the same job situation and is able to 

demonstrate ability and confidence in their decisions (Benner, 1982). The expert nurse’s 

reactions, through exposure and experience, become exceedingly efficient (Benner, 1982). There 
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was no research to specifically define competency based on years of clinical experience. For the 

purpose of this study, the categories of advanced beginner and competent were arbitrarily 

combined as “advanced beginner” which was defined as less than five years of ICU experience 

and expert nurses defined as more than five years of ICU experience. In this study, some 

differences of critical decision mental processing areas, including cues, judgments, decisions, 

and evaluation of outcomes, have emerged between advanced beginners and expert nurses. It is 

likely that years of clinical experience may not fully reflect competency, however, findings from 

this study support our arbitrarily definitions of nurses’ competency related to alarm management, 

specifically using the cognitive task analysis framework.  

CONCLUSION 

Noise pollution caused by excessive monitor alarms and the hazards of alarm fatigue is 

well known. This DNP project uniquely gained insight into the intricacy of the ICU nurses’ 

critical decision process when responding to monitor alarms using the CTA framework, namely 

constructs of cues, judgment, decision, and evaluation, with an unstructured interview. We found 

that advanced beginner nurses are more tolerant of alarms sounding due to a lower threshold of 

comfort with re-setting or silencing alarms, with 50% of nurses interviewed who never disabled 

or turned off alarms. Expert nurses are more comfortable re-setting alarm limits to the patient’s 

actual baseline. Advanced beginner nurses frequently look to expert nurses for advice, guidance, 

and examples of clinical expertise. 

Results from this study can be used to design clinical instructions for patient monitoring 

or adequate orientation of new nurses by expert nurses to move people to the next level of 

proficiency (Crandall et al., 2006). Understanding the decision-making process used by nurses 
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can guide the development of policies and learning experiences that are crucial clinical support 

for alarm management. Optimizing nursing orientation to include structured training with 

monitors can improve alarm management, decrease the number of false alarms, decrease alarm 

fatigue, and ultimately improve patient safety and patient outcomes. 
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APPENDIX A: 

QUESTIONNAIRE 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. Think back to monitor alarms the last day(s) you worked, how frequently did you 
encounter alarms?   

2. When you hear an alarm, what is your first response? (Cue) How do you decide how 
quickly you must respond? How do you know you have enough data to make a decision? 
How does intuition affect your decision? 

3. What information do you consider when deciding an alarm is authentic? (Cue) Were you 
reminded of any previous experience? What specific observations tell you the alarm is real? 
What do you do if you are not sure? 

4. How do you determine the urgency of an alarm? (Judgment) The sound of the alarm? The 
frequency of the alarm? Your knowledge of the patient’s condition? Observable data? 
What specific training or experience was necessary or helpful in making this decision? 

5. Do you ever disable monitor alarms? (Judgment) When or why would you disable an 
alarm? Do you imagine the possible consequences of this action? What are your options 
other than disabling the alarm? 

6. When would you reset the default alarms on the monitor? (Judgment) How do you decide 
what the new parameters will be? What parameter settings would make you 
uncomfortable? HR, O2 sat, SBP, RR, cardiac rhythm. 

7. When you have had multiple false alarms for the blood pressure (non-invasive or arterial), 
what do you do? (Decision) 

8. When you have had multiple false alarms for heart rate, what do you do? (Decision) 

9. When you have had multiple false alarms for an arrhythmia, what do you do? (Decision) 

10. When you have had multiple false alarms for pulse oximetry, what do you do? (Decision) 

11. What do you do to manage the alarm? (Decision) Under what circumstance would you 
increase observation? When would you consult with a colleague? How do you know to 
trust the guidance you received? 

12. What barriers do you see that prevent you from responding to alarms as they happen? 
(Evaluation) 

13. How do you determine if you are adequately managing patient’s alarms? 

14. What training did you receive on the monitors used in this ICU? (Evaluation) 
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15. Have you had a near miss or actual patient event related to a monitor alarm issue? 
(Evaluation, Incident) 

16. Demographic information 

_____Age 

_____Years in Nursing 

_____Years as an ICU nurse 

_____Level of education (ADN, Diploma, BSN, MSN, DNP, PhD 

_____Gender   

Electrode (Re-) Placement Practice  

17. When do you change ECG electrodes? (Decision) (Allow the interviewee to answer first 
before offering multiple choices) 

_____ At the start of the shift 

_____ When the ECG tracing is unreadable 

_____ When the alarms will not quit sounding off 

_____ When they fall off 

18. How often do you change ECG electrodes? (Decision) (Allow the interviewee to answer 
first before offering multiple choices) 

_____ At least daily 

_____ Every 2 days 

_____ Every 3 days 

_____ When they fall off 

_____ When I cannot get a reliable tracing 

_____ When the alarm keeps sounding 
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19. How do you prepare skin for ECG electrodes? (Decision) (Allow the interviewee to 
answer first before offering multiple choices) 

_____ Wash with soap and water 

_____ Wipe with a rough washcloth or gauze 

_____ Use the sandpaper on the electrode to roughen a small area of the skin 

_____ Use alcohol to remove grease then let dry 

_____ Use alcohol to remove grease then wipe the area with a rough washcloth or gauze 

20. Does this hospital have a policy regarding ECG electrode placement? 

_____ Yes 

_____ Are you familiar with its content? 

_____ No 

_____ Do not know 
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